Vocal play events have been attempted, with particular
satisfaction, such as swallowing, coughing, sneezing, and ranked together with the
vocal gestures, babbling and vocal play events
assessed and ranked together with the
ment supervised by a trained phonetician. It
was attempted, with particular effort, the progressive refinement of (pseudo-
towards the phonologically
within the theoretical framework

Linguistic Events (EE); 731 Words

In average this happens
segmental content, strategies in syllable
Nevertheless this was followed, which included extra
effects emphasizing
As regards phonetic details, intersyllabic transi
day

EXTRA-LINGUISTIC EVENTS

<BEAT>
<BURP>
<CLAP>
<HICCUP>
<SNEEZE>
<iSWALLOW>
<iYAWN

period: 14-18 months